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The D-cell Battery in Mine Lighting 
 

by Dave Thorpe 
 
Carbide lighting was introduced to the mining industry in 1900 with the Baldwin Full Moon lamp — a time 
when portable electric lamps were already in general use.   
 
Dry cell batteries were immensely popular for flashlights but never predominated in the mining world. There 
were disadvantages when compared to acetylene. The batteries were heavy enough that a set of four could not 
be worn comfortably on the helmet and two batteries would not last an entire shift. The alternative was to carry 
a battery pack on the waist with electric cords running up the body to the headlamp. These were and still are a 
nuisance in the confines of a tight and dark work area. The dry cell could not be recharged repeatedly and was 
therefore costly for full-time work use. When concerns for explosive mine gases led to a phase out of flame 
lighting over the 1920s, miners compromised by using an electric headlamp with a heavy rechargeable wet cell 
carried on the waist. Although cumbersome, the wet cell electric lamps were indefinitely rechargeable.  
Limestone cave explorers on the other hand do not encounter explosive gases and the carbide lamp remained 
their choice until the late 1990s when powerful LED lamps with rechargeable lightweight helmet-mounted 
lithium batteries reached a satisfactory level of development.  
 

 
 
 
 

The�Dcell�battery�(commonly�known�as�the�
flashlight�battery)�was�invented�by�The�National�
Carbon�Company�of�Cleveland,�Ohio�in�1898.�The�
company�was�founded�in�1886�W.�H.�Lawrence�
along�with�Webb�Hayes,�son�of�U.S.�President�
Rutherford�B.�Hayes.�A�coincidental�association�in�
the�history�of�mine�lighting�is�that�Regina�Hayes,�
another�descendant�of�the�president,�was�married�
to�Alexander�Jenkins�of�Baltimore�and�helped�
manage�his�Alexander�Milburn�Company,�a�major�
manufacturer�of�acetylene�lamps.��National�
Carbon�had�produced�their�first�dry�cell�battery�in�
1896:�a�sealed�6inch�cylinder�trademarked�as�
the�“Columbia.”��The�D�cell�soon�followed�and�
business�prospered.�The�company�merged�with�
The�American�Ever�Ready�Company�and�in�1914�
became�simply�Eveready.�Today�the�same�
company�makes�Eveready�and�Energizer�brand�
batteries.�
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One lamp using dry cell batteries did see use in the mines. With weight not being an issue for mine car lights, 
Justrite Mfg. Co. produced a cast iron trip lamp powered by two D-cells.  Ads have been seen as early as 1912 
and it was listed in Justrite catalogs into the 1930s. In a manner similar to safety lamps used for testing gas, a 
special key (kept outside the mine) was needed to open the lamp since an electric spark could also ignite 
methane.  
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This unused Justrite trip lamp still lights its original bulb when loaded with two D-cell batteries.  There is no 
on/off switch.  A spring-loaded bracket was used to mount it to the mine car. The front “ruby” lens is three 
inches in diameter and three smaller lenses are mounted on the sides and back. All lenses are sealed with 
adhesive and gaskets. The lamp is extremely rugged. Advertisements state that it was cadmium plated and 
rustproof.  Thanks to Neil Tysver for providing a copy of the advertisement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


